
 

OCTOBER 2015 

Dear Member 

  

I mentioned the word volatility often over the last couple of months, but what does volatility actually mean?  

  

 

  

Most people tend to think that volatility means that asset prices are declining rapidly, but you will notice from the definition 

provided that volatility refers to large price movements in either direction. 

 

This year the market volatility started to increase after the JSE All Share Index peaked on 27 April 2015. Within the next four 

months the price movements up and down were extreme, with the bears ultimately winning the battle and pulling the market 

down by nearly 15% towards the end of August 2015. October was a prime example of this continued volatility, but I am pleased 

to say that this time round it was on the positive side. As you can see from the table below the JSE was up by more than 7%! How 

much you shared in this 7% gain is of course dependent on how much you owned in South African Breweries (SAB). 

  

As SAB represents more than 11% of the JSE All Share Index, a big price movement in its share price will have a large impact on 

the Index.As the takeover talks between SAB and AB-Inbev, the largest brewer in the world, are progressing, the share price of 

SAB is moving towards the takeover price offered by AB-Inbev of £44. This equates to R915 per share (at the exchange rate of 

R20.80/£). 

 

Since the offer was made on 16 September 2015, the price of SAB has increased by 36%. In other words of the 8.7% increase in 

the JSE All Share Index since 16 September 2015, approximately 4% of that was due to the increase in the price of SAB. 

 

Unfortunately on a valuation basis SAB was already expensive before the offer was made and therefore most asset managers were 



either underweight the stock or had none at all. This was however the 8th largest holding in the CRF Growth Portfolio and 

comprised 2.35% of our SA equity exposure. This translates to close to 1% of the Growth Portfolio’s total assets. 

  

As always, after such a substantial rally in the market, one must be cautious not to take this as a sign that things have finally 

changed. Although volatility this time round, worked in the favour of investors, the size of this movement indicates that volatility is 

still around. 

 

As the JSE is again trading at very expensive levels, we still do not see future returns being the same as in the period from 2009-

2014. For this reason, the Board of Trustees of the CRF is busy implementing investments into alternative asset classes that can 

not only generate returns above inflation, but can do so  independently of the movements in equity markets. 
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